Completely automated segmentation approach for breast ultrasound images using multiple-domain features.
Lesion segmentation is a challenging task for computer aided diagnosis systems. In this article, we propose a novel and fully automated segmentation approach for breast ultrasound (BUS) images. The major contributions of this work are: an efficient region-of-interest (ROI) generation method is developed and new features to characterize lesion boundaries are proposed. After a ROI is located automatically, two newly proposed lesion features (phase in max-energy orientation and radial distance), combined with a traditional intensity-and-texture feature, are utilized to detect the lesion by a trained artificial neural network. The proposed features are tested on a database of 120 images and the experimental results prove their strong distinguishing ability. Compared with other breast ultrasound segmentation methods, the proposed method improves the TP rate from 84.9% to 92.8%, similarity rate from 79.0% to 83.1% and reduces the FP rate from 14.1% to 12.0%, using the same database. In addition, sensitivity analysis demonstrates the robustness of the proposed method.